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Comics and e-learning tools…

• From the perspectives of 
youth and young adults

• Aimed at key do’s and 
don’ts in services and 
supports

• Engaging, fun
• Easy to integrate into 

professional development 
activities

• Primary focus on everyday life 
(“community integration”) 

• Treatment, diagnosis may 
come up but is not the 
starting point
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• “Natural Support” touches on
– The importance of asking for help
– Identifying natural supports
– Roleplaying as a way to practice 

asking for help
– What asking a natural support for 

help can look like
– How a supportive pet can help

Jarvis, Dog

Mike, Good guy, neighbor, ally
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• “Not so good” touches on
– Stigma
– Unhelpful therapy/services being pushed on a young 

person
– Respect for young person’s decisions
– The shock of having your mental health discussed 

without you
– Positive power of humor, exercise and pets
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• “Some afternoons” touches on
– Meeting people where they’re at
– Being understanding when someone turns down an offer of 

help
– Positive power of humor, friendship and pets

• Introduces the idea of a peer-run drop-in center
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e-Learning tools

Intended to provide engaging, 
thought-provoking 
experiences that can be easily 
integrated into trainings, staff 
meetings or other professional 
development activities. 

May also be used by 
individuals seeking an 
engaging learning experience. 
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Not-so-good response and “diagnosis”
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Another not-so-good response and “diagnosis”
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Best response and “diagnosis”
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And later…
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Study guides for comics and e-learning tools

Study guides are like 
the “teachers’ 
editions” of textbooks
• What’s the point
• Things to keep in 

mind
• Discussion points
• Reflections
• Other resources
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34% of 7,540 pdf downloads January 14 through August 14, 2019
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Evaluation: Annual survey of 
dissemination products

• Runs for one month
• Pop up on the website, email to list
• Asks respondents to pick one of the top ten 

downloads. Brief survey asks about
– Various aspects of quality: credible, clear
– Whether use of the product contributed to various types 

of activities or changes

• Incentives
• No sense of response rate



Visit Pathways RTC 
on the web for more

 information 

www.pathwaysrtc.pdx.edu
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http://www.pathwaysrtc.pdx.edu
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Questions?
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Disclaimer

The contents of this presentation were developed under grant number 
90DPKT0001 from the National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, 
and Rehabilitation Research (NIDILRR). NIDILRR is a Center within the 
Administration for Community Living (ACL), Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS). The contents of this presentation do not necessarily 
represent the policy of NIDILRR, ACL, HHS, and you should not assume 
endorsement by the Federal Government.

Don’t forget to fill out the evaluation form!
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http://sgiz.mobi/s3/Evaluation-KTDRR-2019-KT-Conference
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